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Abstract – Plasma Art vs Plasma Skills for Transformative Research
What is the intrinsic value for carbon capture as a solid vs. a gas - CO2? No compression costs, no CO2 pipelines
and the production of higher value products, such as activated carbon, carbon/carbon composites, carbon
platelets, etc., In 2015 the US EIA reported emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) by the U.S. electric power sector
were 1,925 million metric tons, or about 37% of the total U.S. energy-related CO2 emissions of 5,271 million
metric tons. However, electricity in itself is a zero emission energy carrier that travels on wires at about 96%
the speed of light. But, electrons travel much slower than a snail. So if you can’t use electricity at the speed of
light, for example stranded wind power in West Texas, then how do you slow it down and store it?
You convert it and store it as solid carbon and a slower moving zero emission energy carrier, hydrogen, using a
spark plug. Next you back mix the hydrogen with its feedstock natural gas and slowly move the mixture called
Hydrogen Enriched Natural Gas (HENG) using a pipeline. Thus, by converting from one energy carrier to
another you have effectively slowed down and stored power that would have been curtailed in order to
stabilize the electrical grid. So it is upstream carbon capture while delivering a zero emission energy carrier
downstream to end users such as refineries, power plants, H2 fuel stations and residential consumers of gas.
Now imagine this: mix, match or configure that spark plug operated on wind/solar charged batteries inserted
into the EYE of a whirlpool formed with a turbocharger turbine volute attached to a polyethylene(PE) tank
using a stadium light parabolic reflector. Now reconfigure it with an induction cooktop, maybe a microwave
oven and let’s throw in a drill with a ship auger bit, a pump, an eductor, sand, a meat grinder and finally a
fishing real loaded with PE fishing line? Many artist and lay people would quickly write-off the apparatus just
described as a Rube Goldberg Machine. On the otherhand, a person skilled in the art for using each of the
aforementioned items may build several very useful tools – an ozone generator, a sulfur-free carbon fiber
production method using natural gas and PE fishing line (instead of using PAN), an activated carbon
regenerator, a battery operated UV light sand filter for treating H2O or a wind/battery powered plasma spark
plug natural gas cracker for converting electricity and natural gas to hydrogen while capturing solid carbon.
Foret Plasma Labs, LLC (FPL) has developed 8 platform technologies similar to the items just mentioned that
are interlocked with over 70 patents worldwide. To break down each technology is quite simple if you
compare and contrast each one to toy models built of Lego® Bricks. You can purchase different Lego® kits and
mix and match all the parts to build a completely different toy model then what is shown on the box. Only
your imagination limits the number of toy model configurations that can be built of Lego® Blocks. Likewise,
FPL is now offering its larger than toy size plasma technology in the form of Beta Reactor Intensification KitS
(BRICKS™ found on page vii) rated to 500kw in order to develop process intensification predictive capability for
LTP. A short example will help you understand process intensification predictive capability.
“Have you ever burned paper with a magnifying glass? That is process
intensification. So how do you make it predictable? Predictive capability
for burning paper with a magnifying glass is developed by testing,
learning and modifying which is developing a skill-set. In other words,
by trial and error you quickly learn how far the magnifying glass must be
held from the paper to form a vertex or spot that ignites the paper. You
made it WORK. This is “empirical” which is learning by testing and
modifying a real life system – without necessarily understanding the
fundamentals. Did you know that the ignition source were individual
photons (particle) striking the paper at the speed of light?”
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In a nutshell, our business approach with Plasma BRICKS™ is to train researchers and give them the necessary
skills to solo with a Plasma BRICK™ in order to test, learn & modify. Now all researchers will have complete
and unhindered access to FPL’s Plasma building blocks/bricks – which will enable more rapid and consistent
and predictable EMPIRICAL process development. Thus with Plasma Building BRICKs™ a deeper and more
basic fundamental [plasma] knowledge should be obtained, such as atomic/molecular scale behavior, plasma
physical/chemical characterization and control, etc.
The fundamental plasma studies will allow for rapid physical implementation of a plasma process concept. And
therein is the purpose of our Plasma BRICKs™ and this catalog - to finally give researchers standardized plasma
tool kits in the form of building blocks/bricks to conduct LTP RD&D via a non-exclusive license (page 33)
included with the purchase of each Plasma BRICK™. And with this purpose we will reach our GOAL: to remove
the black art and “It doesn’t WORK’ mystery surrounding low temperature plasma by providing the skills to
develop plasma process intensification predictive capability. In summary, as your Plasma Strategy Advisor I
am committed for the long-haul to help you develop a way to align Plasma BRICKs™ with your company's goals
and processes – for example increasing the value of methane or reclaiming and recycling water with Plasma
BRICKs™ or in lieu of installing, retrofitting or repairing one large massive reactor you downsize to multiple
Plasma BRICKs™ that can be turned ON/OFF like a light bulb – with just one electrical switch. So I would like to
leave you with 2 suggestive outcomes for Plasma BRICKs™;
First, “Plasma BRICKs™ are plasma tool kits for transformative research that has the potential to create
fundamentally new learning curves.” Second, when asked about his peers (competition), the CEO of Apache,
John Christmann stated, “They know very little. I mean, I'll go back to that slide where the perception was
wrong about this area geologically, and it took some very, very strong individuals working over a couple years
to unravel what is a hidden diamond in the rough.” Each Plasma BRICK™ is very similar to Apache’s Alpine High
– it is a diamond in the rough and will take some very strong individuals working long hours polishing it to
reveal the hidden potential opportunities
FPL Plasma BRICK™
4” Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Jet Torch
therein.
THANK YOU,
Todd L. Foret
Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
todd@plasmawhirl.com
US Cell: +1(337) 298-8870
www.plasmawhirl.com
Houston, Texas

Plasma Gas

Steam

Gas Flowrate

Unlimited for flow through 1.5” orifice
at given pressure

DC Power Rating

1 kw to 200 kw

Duty Cycle Rating

100% @ 200 KW at 40 C

OCV

400 vdc

Modes of Operation

Resistive, Submerged Arc, Electrolysis,
Glow Discharge and Plasma Arc

Unique Features

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

The patented design with tangential
entry/exit allows for throttling the
torch. This patented features allows
for 100:1 turndown and countercurrent feed of solids, liquids or gases
directly into the plasma nozzle.
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A. How to use this Catalog (example in red) to purchase a Patent Brick
You can quickly conduct a keyword search to find your application and a plasma BRICK™ by:
1. Click on Edit Button in top menu, then scroll down and select FIND
2. Look at right hand side and type in the blue box a keyword(activated carbon)then press “next”
3. Keywords are found on Table of Contents page, Topic Area Table or Patent Match Table
4. When you have identified a technology, then go to B.3 below, or
5. Or with a printed version the old fashion way by following the steps below.
A. GO TO the TOPIC AREA TABLE on page v.
1. Find the Topic Area you are most interested in(Induction),
2. then the Application(regen spent carbon)
3. Find the BRICK™ Pages (1, 14, 18, 19, 25, 29),
4. review each page then
5. write down the BRICK™(VaC-STEP) that fits your application (regen spent carbon)
B. GO TO the BRICK™ PATENT MATCH TABLE on page vi.
1. Find the BRICK™ NAME (VaC-STEP),
2. Look at the Applications (regen spent carbon), then
3. Match that BRICK™ NAME (VaC-STEP) to its corresponding patent(s) match # 51, 50, 43, 34, 33
4. GO TO page 33 and find the patent(s). Patent Match # is not a page #. Patent Match # counts
down the patents in chronological order(most recent patent to issue is #51 then 50, 49, 48, etc.).
5. Call or email me to get a clickable PDF patent list. (cell: 337-298-8870) (todd@plasmawhirl.com)
6. Please read the patents and familiarize yourself with the various configurations shown in the
Patent FIGURE Drawings.
7. Compare and Contrast them to the photos and specifications found in this catalog, then you
should be ready to answer a few questions to Order and Purchase a Patent BRICK.
C. How to Order and Purchase a Patent BRICK™:
1. GO TO page xvi Section K – How do I order my 1st Plasma Brick?
2. Training begins after you purchase your Plasma BRICK™. It begins with Plasma 101 Ground
School, then you will Solo and finally you will get your Plasma BRICK™ Wings.
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B. TOPIC AREA TABLE
Topic Area

Potential Applications & Opportunities

BRICK™ Page

Photochemistry

VUV/UV for Direct Methane Chlorination, or
VUV + C + CH4
C 2H 4
VUV/UV + O3 for water treatment
VUV/UV polyolefin surface functionalization
Electrolysis Glow Discharge for splitting water H2 + O2
Electrolysis Glow Discharge for desalination or steam
EGD for destruction of COD/BOD in wastewater
EGD Plasma Well Screen for Enhanced Oil Recovery
EGD for CH4 to C2 & olefin functionalization
Grid Energy Storage via cracking NG + treating water
Alpine High HENG for H2 recovery at LNG plant
Arc Cracking NG to H2 + C for CARBON CAPTURE
Spent Activated Carbon Regeneration – steam plasma
Cracking Natural Gas for hydrogen + carbon capture
Direct contact water heating for desalination
Methane Plasma Arc Jet + vaporized Carbon ! C2H4

1-4
13-15

Induction Cracking, Heating,
Sintering & Carbonization
Lean + Super Sonic Combustion

Induction Sintering Ceramic adsorbents/proppants
Induction Activated Carbon Production/Regeneration

SuperCritical Liquid REDOX
“SCLR”
Carbon or Ceramic Composites

HP Plasma Well Screen for Downhole SCLR
HP Plasma Well Screen for Refinery SCLR

Energy Storage + Carbon
Capture + EOR + Produced H2O

Energy Storage via Hydrogen Enriched Natural Gas
(HENG) via Cracking NG to H2 + C; Carbon used for
CO2 EOR via C + H2O(plasma) = CO2 EOR
NEW – igniting, confining, and sustaining a floating
plasma bubble; The goal is sustaining and growing a
floating plasma bubble with constant flow.
NEW - exponential increase in power density over all
other types of furnaces and plasma torches used for
melting, gasifing, cracking, regenerating & sintering.
Combines the power of a carbon arc with induction
coupling to a graphite susceptor;
Wind Powered PLASMA TOPPING REFINERY
World Wide Opportunity: Hydrogen Enriched NG
Huge Opportunity: C(vapor) + CH4 (plasma) -> C2H4
Direct Methane Conversion to Carbon Platelets(tested)
Direct Methane/PE Conversion to Carbon Fiber
Direct H2S Cracking to Hydrogen + Sulfur
Vortex, whirl, counter-current, twin whirl reverse flow,
subsonic, supersonic, hypersonic, jet and 4 phase
slurry reactor flow(solid, liquid, gas & plasma)

1-4, 19
20-32
1-4,5-12,1315, 16,19,29
1-4, 10-12, 1315, 16, 17-18
1-4, 20-28, 2932
1-32

Electrochemistry with Oxides

Non-Transferred Plasma Arc Jet
Methane or Steam

Zircon Microwave Plasma
(2.45 GHz & 915 MHz)

Hybrid Induction ArcWhirl® Jet
Achieved Volumetric Power Input
3
greater than 54 mw/m
2
Power Density = 1,770 w/cm

Flow Simulation for Data
Analytics

Lean CNG/LNG TurboReformer
Supersonic LNG TurboCompressor Regasification

CH4 to carbon platelets, nanotubes, graphene, fiber
New ultra high temperature refractory (+3,500°F)

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

1-4
10-12
17-18
1-4
5-9
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1-4, 19, 20-28,
29-32
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1-32
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C. BRICK™ PATENT MATCH TABLE
Patent Match

BRICK™ Name

# ‘s start on page 33

found on pages

51, 50, 43, 34,

VaC -STEP™

33, 30, 26, 25,
24, 23, 22, 21

Cover Page
iii, xv, xix
Page 20

51, 50, 44, 43,
36, 34, 33, 30,
27, 26, 25, 24,
23, 22, 21

Multi-Mode
Plasma
ArcWhirl® Torch
Cover Page, iii,
xv, xix, Page 1

47, 45, 40, 31,
27, 26, 25, 24,
23, 22, 21, 20,
18, 16, 15, 14,
11, 8, 7, 6, 5, 3,
2

ArcWhirl® Filter
& Cyclone

43, 42, 37, 35,
19, 12, 10

HiTemper® Glow
Discharge Well
Screen

Cover page,
Page 13

xxi, Page 17
51, 39, 38, 34,
29, 28, 17, 13, 4

PlasmaWhirl®
Reactor
29

41, 34, 33, 32,
26, 25, 9

Plasma
TurboCharger™
Page 16

51, 50, 48, 46,
44, 43, 36, 34,
33, 30, 27, 26,
25, 24, 23, 22,
21

HP NTA Jet
Torch™ Eductor
or Cyclone

49, 34, 33

TWIRL™ Reactor

Page 10-12

Page 19

Application

Vacuum Containerized STeam Enhanced Plasma – Steam plasma flows counter
current to any solid, liquid or gas. Uses Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch page 1.
• Thermal Desorption of drilling waste and recovering mining fluids
• H2 and Activated Carbon Production
• Spent Carbon Reactivation
• Catalyst Decoking and Reactivation
• Temperature +3,600°C(6,500°F)
Plasma Torch used for VaC-STEP™. Operates in 5 modes over 450 configurations:
• Resistive Heating
• Electrolysis
• Submerged Arc
• Glow Discharge
• Plasma Arc
Photochemical Reactor with plasma arc inside a cyclone separator.
• VUV/UV/IR
• Crack and separate for process intensification
• Photocatalyst adsorbent added to enhance photochemical reactions
• Electrical Arc formed between 2 graphite electrodes in EYE of Cyclone
• Lightning in the EYE of a Tornado or in EYE of a Whirlpool of water/oil/etc
Screen inside a screen electrically isolated with ceramic and annulus filled with
proppant, sand, gravel, zeolite, adsorbents, etc. Operating Modes:
• High Temperature Electrolysis for Splitting Water
• Glow Discharge Plasma for steam generation
• SuperCritical Liquid REDOX Reactor
Multiple torches aligned tangentially towards one another to form a whirling plasma.
Can also use a RF Induction Coil to heat a graphite susceptor. Process intensification
achieved by cracking NG and separating within the same reactor vessel. Arc Temp >
10,000°C with PFM Temp < 2,000°C
Turbocharger compressor attached to inlet/outlet multi-mode ArcWhirl® Torch.
Primary applications are lean NG combustion, holding a flame for supersonic and
hypersonic combustion, thermal oxidation and onboard reformer.
Arc Nozzle
Temp > 10,000°C , Turbine Inlet Temp < 1,200°C
Very Low cost High Pressure Non-Transferred Arc Jet Torch. Application: Plasma
Torch for plasma spraying, welding, melting, heating and SuperCritical Water
Oxidation. Temp > 374 °C, Pressure > 22.1 MPa (705°F, 3205 psig); Ideal for
synthesis of methanol in a slurry reactor or cracking methane.
Twin Whirl Induction Reverse Levitating Reactor for sintering material to make
proppants for fracking wells and rapid flash desalination. Novel heater with twin
hot gas tornados, one rotating clockwise the other counter-clockwise. Temperature
100°C to over 3,600°C(6,500°F). Inert, POX, O2 or Air
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D.

Executive Summary – Alpine Highdrogen – Pipelining & Storing Wind Power

Five recent events have motivated me to take a catalog first approach for marketing our 8 plasma technology
platforms interlocked with over 70 issued patents worldwide. They are:
1. Apache’s Fersheed Mody, Apache Corp. Upstream Research Center at Texas Tech and Alpine High
2. Firing crude oil in a Weed Eater – Apache CEO Sept 7, 2016 Transcript
3. ExxonMobil’s “Explore the Outlook for Energy: A View to 2040” and
4. DOE’s 2017 SBIR Topic #22 - Low Temperature Plasma
5. Alpine High natural gas + GOM LNG facilities + Asian Pacific(AP) LNG/Hydrogen Market
The world is going electric and not just with electric vehicles, cell phones and rapid DC chargers. The
electrified world will include future use of electrons and photons for powering chemical reactions, enhanced
combustion, production of chemicals and fuels ranging from ethylene to hydrogen, water treatment and
enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Oil and gas will not go away before 2040. However, it can be produced, refined,
used and stored more efficiently with plasma. However, in order to get there, the US DOE has stated that
empiricism rapidly becomes inadequate to advance the state of the art [plasma]. Thus, empiricism alone is not
enough for companies to adopt plasma. As a result, Foret Plasma Labs, LLC is now offering its 8 technology
platforms in the form of kits similar to the different toy models built of Lego® Bricks. We refer to these kits as
Plasma BRICKs™ – Beta Reactor Intensification Configuration KitS. The following paragraph and weed eater
comment by John Christmann, Apache Corp.’s CEO, sums up why Plasma BRICKs™ has a future in Oil & Gas:
“Talk about the oil. I just showed you the Woodford. The Barnett looks just like it. If you look at this, what will jump out at you is the C7
to the C17 makeup of this oil. There's no paraffin, there's no H2S, really with simple breakdown, it breaks into 92% refined gasoline and
diesel. 58% gasoline, 20% jet fuel and kerosene, and 14% diesel, and then 8% vacuum gasoline oil. It is a very special oil, and there's a lot
of it. Nav and the guys put a little video together that we showed to the Board, where they had a weed eater, took this oil out, poured it
in, fired it up, no smoke; it ran just off of the oil. So, it'll give you an idea of how quality it is. We're very excited about it.”

Can you imagine students, professors and engineers at the Upstream Research Center operating an integrated
Plasma BRICK™ Micro-Topping Refinery and Methane Cracker that can crack and hydrogenate the 8% VGO
(Vacuum Gas Oil) to higher value products? What about firing that weed eater on hydrogen made with the
Plasma BRICK™ Methane Cracker? So this leads to our two goals. First, to mass market standardized Plasma
BRICKs for Process Intensification Predictive Capability. Thus, geologist, scientists, researchers, engineers,
professors and students will have standardized plasma kits to accurately develop configurations to predict and
demonstrate plasma reactor failure, electrode life, efficiency and conversion rates for many applications. For
example, the ArcWhirl® Jet Torch BRICK™ opens the door for a quantum leap method and process for
manufacturing carbon fiber from PE and natural gas. Likewise, an Upstream Research Plasma ArcWhirl®
BRICK™ is ideal for developing a well-head/pad size PlasmaWhirl® GTL Modular System for storing stranded
desert wind and solar power found not only in Texas’ Western Desert, but also Egypt’s Western Desert.
The second goal is to methodically springboard from the first goal by rapidly moving from BRICK™ Catalog
Configurations to Field Ready Configurations. Thus, FPL is focusing its efforts on three key industries: O&G,
Utilities/Stranded Energy and Water(any industry). We firmly believe the intersection of I-10 and I-20 near
Balmorhea, Texas, referred to as Alpine High will be the foundation for a long haul truck diesel/CNG/hydrogen
refueling corridor as well as a solution for Energy Storage, Carbon Capture and Produced Water. The
PlasmaWhirl® Eductor(page 11) can crack CH4 to H2 + C, then quench, cool and compress the H2 using
produced water powered with the vast amounts of stranded renewable power found in West, Texas – Wind with a total installed nameplate capacity of 18,531 MW. Alpine Highdrogen pipelines flowing HENG can
recover the H2 at no additional costs using LNG facilities. At Asian Pacific LNG receiving ports, Plasma Bricks™
can crack a slipstream of LNG to regasify it and produce hydrogen for refueling FCEVs. (see page 30).
© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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E.

Introduction

One of my business partners, Kip Wintenburg, is a retired airline pilot with +30,000 hours of flight-time. He
always has a way for separating the wheat from the chaff when defining plasma for lay people as well as
differentiating real customers from window shoppers. He simply tells them it is a heater. I would like to
expand his definition. It’s also a light bulb.
In the case of our patented carbon ArcWhirl® System it will produce VUV, UV, visible light and Infrared
radiation. So that’s about it – a very dense source of heat that is also an extremely intense source of
electromagnetic radiation(EMR). Oh I almost forgot – plasma is electrically conductive. And that is where it
dramatically differs from a fossil fuel flame – it can be pumped up similar to a laser for process intensification.
Have you ever burned paper or leaves with a magnifying glass on a sunny day? That is process intensification
predictive capability 101. No sunshine then no burning paper with a magnifying glass. That is extremely
predictable.
Our 8 Plasma Beta Reactor Intensification Configuration Kits (BRICKs™) have been developed to take the
mystery and black art out of plasma. This is especially true as to why you would ever build large-scale plasma
gasification reactors comparable in size to incinerators or furnaces when the high power density of plasma
allows for shrinking the reactor or furnace. Likewise, virtually all non-transferred arc(NTA) plasma systems are
marketed as expensive one-off projects costing million of dollars. However, I would like to quickly shed a light
bulb on this Black Art Cost Mystery – buy a PT-36 mechanized cutting torch from ESAB, and a Smart Plasmarc™
200 Power Supply and I will sell you our NTA Plasma Pelican Kit shown on page 11. It will convert any
transferred arc plasma torch into a non-transferred arc (NTA) plasma jet. And that is the path to begin to
standardize plasma reactors for process intensification predictive capability. Add an eductor (page 11) and
you now have a NTA Plasma Jet™ Eductor that will crack or partially oxidize methane then quench, scrub and
pressurize the hydrogen in a 100 lb package that you can hold in your hands. That is process intensification.
THANK YOU,
Todd L. Foret
Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
todd@plasmawhirl.com
US Cell: +1(337) 298-8870
www.plasmawhirl.com
Houston, Texas
,
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F. It has to WORK!
The first demand I normally hear when window shoppers come calling to solve their problem
using plasma is, “It has to work.” Consequently, after many frustrating “work” demands I have set
out on a journey to provide a reasonable market approach for customers I refer to as Plasma
BRICKs™. Customers can now purchase a plasma kit to meticulous but rapidly apply Low
Temperature Plasma for Process Intensification Predictive Capability to completely demonstrate
to themselves that it works for their problem without absorbing large F.E.E.D Fees, initial
technology licensing fees, cost over-runs or blowing big holes in ceramic lining.
FPL has patented 8 technology platforms that are interlocked with 70 worldwide patents. The
platforms are well suited for high temperature applications but also for photochemical reactions,
for example utilizing VUV for direct conversion of CH4 to C2+ chemicals or using UV for
disinfecting wastewater. Likewise, we offer electrochemical technologies for electrolysis and
glow discharge applications. Our PlasmaWhirl® Cyclone can shoot a plasma into the eye of a
whirlpool of liquid in which the cyclone apex valve is attached to a centrifugal pump. This would
allow for rapidly pressurizing and mixing a solution of gases and liquids for various applications
such as cracking natural gas then quenching and scrubbing the mixture. Likewise, another
application we have identified for the PlasmaWhirl® Cyclone is supercritical water oxidation
(SCWO). Since 2009 we have offered our plasma technologies via lease or rental or technology
license agreements.
However, we now firmly believe all 8 technology platforms are ready to be marketed in BETA
versions. Potential plasma users can now be early adopters for plasma RD&D for process
intensification predictive capability to develop an ideal solution that works for their problem.
Similar to flight school, as soon as you purchase your Plasma BRICK™, you will begin training with
your kit starting with Plasma 101 (Ground School) all the way through solo flight with your Plasma
BRICK™. Once you are designated a PlasmaWhirl® Pilot we exit and let you conduct RD&D.
In my Plasma 101 Training Course I always stress the three absolutes about LTP: 1) Ignite, 2)
Confine, and 3) Sustain. Blowing holes in ceramic lining was not what doomed Air Products and
Westinghouse Plasma’s TV1 Tee Side, England Facility. The Plasma Confinement Design(PCD) and
Method were flawed from the onset, because their design and method left out the most
fundamental quality of plasma – it is an infinite conductor – and acid gases make a great
conductor. So how do you select the two most critical Plasma Reactor Design criteria 1) Torch
orientation and 2) Plasma Facing Material (PFM) to confine low temperature plasma for process
intensification predictive capability?
Use Plasma Beta Reactor Intensification Configuration Kits (BRICKs™). A short calculation should
suffice in explaining our Business Model and approach for preventing a flawed design. The multimode plasma ArcWhirl® Jet Torch BRICK™ can be operated in 3 orientations, with 3 inlets/outlets
in 5 different modes and it comes with at least 10 attachments. So let’s solve for the number of
possible configurations by multiplying the above which = 3 x 3 x 5 x 10 = 450 possible
configurations. Now the previous possible configurations calculation did not account for
substituting different Plasma Facing Material such as metal, alumina, silicon carbide, graphite,
carbon foam, sapphire, fused quartz or even petroleum coke. Likewise, FPL’s Plasma BRICKs also
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use fluid PFM such as water, crude oil and electrolytic fluids as well as ablative and transpiring
wall PFM liners. If that is not enough you can backflow or counter current flow feedstock directly
into the plasma arc of the ArcWhirl® Jet torch. Consequently, the feedstock acts as an ablative
liner, thus simplifying the reactor design by using the plasma torch as the reactor.
As I stated from the onset, Plasma BRICKs™ now allows for Plasma Process Intensification
Predictive Capability in order to precisely predict whether or not a configuration will work. And
blowing holes in ceramic lining is not sustainable because coupling bad torch orientation with
poor selection of PFM will not confine an infinite conductor - plasma. Likewise, strapping a very
predictable plasma torch such as Westinghouse’s Mark 11 to a world-class size reactor is polar
opposite to process intensification. A few definitions in the following Section G should suffice in
driving home my point – plasma process intensification. While you read the next section, keep
this in mind – I coined the term PlasmaWhirl® and ArcWhirl® by watching Fire Whirls. Fire whirls
are natural phenomena and are not confined by physical reactors. Compare and contrast the
natural combustion flame photo to the fire whirl photo. Likewise, a physical reactor is not
required to confine plasma. Just a very strong magnetic field or inertia in the form of a whirling
fluid is all that is necessary to confine plasma. So if nature can make it work, we can too.

Normal Combustion Flame

Fire Whirl (tornado) Photo by Charles Bolt, Engine 1419,
from Beaver Creek, CO Fire
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G. Low Temperature Plasma, Process Intensification & Power Density
The US DOE defines Low Temperature Plasma (LTP) as plasma with a temperature of less than 10
eV (electron Volts). That is not much help for lay people nor engineers who are not custom to
using nor converting from °F or °C to eV. Well 10 eV is an extremely high temperature which is
about 208,421°F (115,772°C). In short, how do you confine 208,421°F within a reactor? Graphite
has the highest known melting point about 3,500°C (sublimes). So how do you confine plasma?
In keeping the definition of Process Intensification very brief, I will simply define it as:
1) Combining several process steps into one process step or
2) Increasing the power density within a reactor/process/method or
3) Reducing the size of a reactor for a given throughput or
4) Any combination of 1, 2 or 3.
A K-12 example and question will suffice for process intensification. Have you every used a
magnifying glass to concentrate sunlight which is electromagnetic radiation (EMR) into a spot
(vertex) for igniting, confining and sustaining (ICS) a dense source of energy for burning leaves and
paper? No doubt in your mind that the power density of a concentrated EMR source does WORK.
So how can we apply it to solve your problem?
The key question herein that this document addresses is “How to apply LTP Process
Intensification for your application so that it WORKS, without risking an enormous amount of
money?” I firmly believe that LTP BRICKs™ is the solution for reducing not only financial risks but
also is the future for an electrochemical world using electrons and photons. Hence, we have
developed Low Temperature Plasma (LTP) Beta Reactor Intensification Configuration Kits™
(BRICKs) that are similar to the numerous and various types of toy models built of LEGO® bricks.
So that brings me to one simple thought. If plasma is an extremely dense source of thermal
energy that is infinitely conductive, then why strap a plasma torch to a very large reactor? Why
not convert the torch into a reactor and use many small but power dense plasma reactors?
The upstream O&G Industry uses
many
2”
and
4”
diameter
hydrocyclones to get a better cut.
Likewise, the Chlor-alkali industry uses
many cells to manufacture chlorine
and
caustic
soda.
Engine
manufacturers now use turbochargers
to increase horsepower while
shrinking engine size. Can you think
of one automobile manufacture that
offers a vehicle with a very
large one cylinder
engine?
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H. PROVEN Front End Engineering and Design (FEED) vs Size
Many times the first step for new construction or adding on to existing refineries, petrochem, chemical,
pharmaceutical, power utilities, industrial facilities and municipal infrastructure is Front End Engineering
Design (FEED). This is especially true for large CapEx projects requiring funding in the hundreds of millions to
billions of dollars. All too often I hear the word “Proven” in FEED write-ups, news releases and corporate
brochures when expanding a facility or a new construction project. Many up and coming Energy and
Technology Companies that have ZERO innovative technologies use the words “Tried and Proven” and
“Innovative” and “Best in Class” to differentiate themselves from the pack. In actuality, it is very ironic that
they market themselves as innovative yet use “Tried and Proven” technologies. The “Tried and Proven” is
simply a means to an end for getting investors to dump money into an assumed “Best in Class” low risk
investment. An innovative company will show you their IP portfolio without signing a NDA.
However, when the “TRIED and PROVEN” and “Best in Class” design doesn’t go as planned, the company takes
a write-off and continues with business as usual. A near perfect example is Air Products’ $900 million write-off
for its Energy from Waste Plasma Project in Tee Side, England, utilizing Westinghouse Plasma’s Tried and
Proven commercially available plasma torches. GMB construction officer, Phil Whitehurst, told ENDS that tests
had been "blowing big holes" in the ceramic lining of the gasifier stack. He alleged that the technology
employed by Air Products had been flawed from the start.
http://www.endswasteandbioenergy.com/article/1390261/reasons-tv1-failureBy far the greatest problem with LTP is not igniting but confining and sustaining the plasma. So with LTP
approaching 208,421°F how do keep it from melting down the vessel or reactor that must contain the plasma.
It would be safe to say that Westinghouse’s Tried and Proven process did not WORK. They still have not
learned how to CONFINE and SUSTAIN the plasma via Process Intensification. Instead it is “strap a torch to a
world-class size reactor” mentality.
I can’t ever recall reading any documents where Apple, Samsung, Nokia, etc. use the words “Tried and Proven”
and then refer back to Edison’s telegraph as Best in Class. Likewise, LG, Sony, Vizio, Samsung, Westinghouse,
HiSense and other TV companies do not refer to LCD, LED, & OLED TVs as proven then refer back to Cathode
Ray Tubes(CRT). These companies have taken a different approach by releasing their BETA versions to the
general public to flush out the bugs. For example, Apple’s iPhone 1 compared to the iPhone 7 and 780P LCD
TVs compared to OLED HD4K TVs. If you are reading this I seriously doubt you are reading it on a “Best in
Class” Cathode Ray Tube. If you are out to change the game with plasma then don’t replace a Best In Class
reactor designed to operate with fossil-fuel fired burners with plasma torches.
That is not process
intensification. You are simply swapping organic molecules for electrons at an increase cost.
Herein lies FPL’s approach and business model with Plasma BRICKs™. We want to help you avoid costly writeoffs by adopting the power and process intensification capability of “Electrons and Photons” by applying a
proven business model used in the Appliance and Consumer “Electron and Photon” world – be an early
adopter of a Plasma BRICK™ for a leading edge approach in Plasma Process Intensification – shrinking the
Processor size while increasing power density. Compare Edison’s telegraph to an early 90’s bag phone. Now
compare that bag phone to an iPhone 7. And then compare and contrast a Commodore 64 (64 kw Ram)to a
modern laptop computer or an iPhone 7(8 GB RAM). Let’s quickly take a step back in time for pricing: C64 =
$565; Aviation Week for 11 May 1953 says the [IBM]701 rental charge was about $12,000 a month...9 Nov
1953 says "$15,000 a month per 40-hour shift. A second 40-hour shift ups the rental to $20,000 a month."
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I. Critical Parameters i need to BUILD my 1st Plasma BRICK™?
We use the following steps:
1. We DO NOT sign NDA’s so please don’t ask.
2. Critical Parameters to Select Brick and Attachments (we will walk you thru this process)
3. We provide a QUOTE that includes a non-exclusive license agreement
4. You give us a P.O. with 50% upfront (for US)(overseas 100%)
5. We Build It and We Test it
6. After remaining 50% is paid, then We Ship it
7. We Train You until you SOLO
For ease in ordering your 1st LTP Brick™ I will use several analogies, for example purchasing a car,
truck, boat or a tractor. Let’s use a tractor as our first example for purchasing your 1st BRICK. You
wouldn’t order a very large 4 Wheel Drive, 400 HP tractor to mow your 1 acre lawn. You would
buy a garden tractor or zero radius turn lawn mower. So here are the most Critical Parameters
to BUILD your 1st LTP BRICK:
1. What is your Application + NAICS Code
2. Location, Location, Location for your BRICK™
a. Indoor(lab, high bay, showroom, etc) or Outdoor(drilling rig, wastewater plant)
b. Electrical Class/Division HAZ Location & NEMA Rating
3. Pressure Rating for Fittings
a. 3A Sanitary – to 625 psig
b. Cam Lock – to 150 psig
c. Hammer Union - > 10,000 psig
d. Threaded - > 10,000 psig
i. Acme (dairy industry standard requires washer)
ii. NPSH (straight pipe for hose couplings requires washer)
iii. NH or NST(fire hose requires washer)
iv. GHT(garden hose requires washer)
4. Utilities
a. Electrical (440 VAC 3 phase, 208 VAC 3 phase, 120 VAC single phase, or DC via
batteries, Solar Voltaics, etc.)
b. Cooling Water
c. Drains for leaks, spills
d. Is a hood or fume exhauster available?
e. Connections to analytical equipment, computers, etc.
5. KISS
a. Keep It Student Safe – my policy I used for California Fire Marshal Approval
b. Who will be operating the BRICK?
6. Electrical Safety Absolute Criteria – Cutout Switch with Fuses + Earth Ground Availability
7. FIT & FINISH
a. Showcase, Lab, Commercial - Polished 304 and 316L
b. Light Industry - SS or painted Industrial Appliance Look
c. Heavy Industry – primed and painted with several coats
Let’s return back to the tractor example. It really boils down to POWER or Horsepower required
to do the job or make it WORK for your application. So with a tractor, car, truck or boat you can
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select the engine and its rated HP output.
You know your application now you need to
really get to know your location for the
BRICK™. Always keep this in mind – if you
have to make a 440 VAC 3 Phase run over 6
feet, you need to get with your electrician
and purchasing agent first and determine
cost. Remember we require a cutout switch
with fuses and an earth ground.
So you may simply down select to a 10 kw
208 VAC three phase power supply (BRICK
engine). Or if it is in your lab and you need
just a bench-top model then 120 VAC may be all that you need. Think of this as a leaf blower
motor(rugged low horsepower), your microwave oven or an oven/stovetop(appliance low
horsepower).
Now that you have selected the engine the fun begins. Here we go again with the tractor
analogy. You get to select what attachments or implements you may need. For example, with a
tractor you can purchase a bush hog®, disc plow, front-end loader, backhoe, shredder, tiller, post
hole digger, hay bailer, etc.
For the Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® BRICK the list is quite
extensive(FIGURE 17)
However, here is a partial list of attachments available for most of the BRICKs™:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Auger Feeder
Screw Press
Pelletizer
Pump (many to chose from)
Gas Compressor
Turbocharger
Blower
Fume Exhauster
Eductor or Ejector (be specific so we can provide the correct jet hole size)
Filter Screen
Microwave guide
Induction Coil
a. Open
b. Potted in high temperature ceramic
Fittings (Cross, TEE, Ell, Spool)
Valves
Gaskets (Teflon, silicon, Viton, metal)
Volutes
Cyclone Separators (be very specific – ceramic lined, jacket)
PlasmaWhirl® Reactor Vessel
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J.

How do I build my 1st Plasma BRICK™?

Similar to a car, truck, tractor or boat it starts with a Make then a Model that of course dictates the body
style and also power rating. Thus, we work closely with several manufacturers and fabricators and we
build out all orders based upon desired FIT AND FINISH for the body style of your BRICK™.
Body/Frame Style Model

MAKE (Manufacturer)

Lab – Bench Top or Cart

PlasmaWhirl® Upstream Houston, TX

120/240 or 208 VAC

Rack Mounted

PlasmaWhirl® Great Spaces, Merced, CA

T-Slotted Profile

Showcase

PlasmaWhirl® Great Spaces, Merced, CA

Static or Fully Functional Display

Institutional/Commerical NEW

PlasmaWhirl® Great Spaces, Merced, CA

Modular assembled onsite

http://greatspacesusa.com

Roll-In Light Industrial

Diversified Controls & Systems, East Aurora, NY

On Heavy Duty Casters

Skid or Roll-Off

Skid or Roll-Off Container: Navarre Fabrication, Lafayette, LA

Containerized LAB

C-LAB: Navarre Fabrication

Heavy Industrial (ASME, API,
MSS, ASNT, ASRM, NACE and
ISO 9000)

Quality Electric Steel Castings, Houston, TX

Steel Castings

Quality Electric Steel Castings, Houston, TX

Ceramic Castings

Quality Electric Steel Castings, Houston, TX

Time to select the Engine or Power Supply
Power Supply Model

MAKE/Manufacturer

DC Custom < 200 KW

Diversified Controls & Systems, East Aurora, NY

Fully Automated

One touch push button start

DC > 200 KW

Darrah

NTA Plasma

ESAB

Induction < 500 KW

Ambrell, Scottsville, NY

Fully Automated

One touch push button start

Induction > 500 kw

Power Parts INC., Wisconsin

AC Power Supply

Diversified Controls & Systems, East Aurora, NY
One touch push button start

Battery Power Supply

Diversified Controls & Systems, East Aurora, NY
One touch push button start
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K.

Plasma BRICKs™ Education, Training and Strategic Advisor
Now that you have selected a Make and Model with a Power Supply we want to make sure it will
WORK for your application. Once again the Critical Parameters Information is necessary in order
to BUILD and CONFIGURE your Plasma BRICK. We do not guess. So that we get it right the first
time we offer:
1. Plasma BRICKs™ Education and Training Seminar
2. Onsite Audits and
3. Consulting Services
On the otherhand, if you own a plasma cutting torch or know how to operate a plasma torch then
you may simply want to order a NTA PlasmaWhirl® kit. We are committed to bringing novel
technologies to you. Thus to effectively impart the knowledge and skills necessary to select and
operate the BRICKs at a highly proficient level we provide Plasma BRICKs™ Education and Training
as a stepping stone. When your Plasma BRICK™ arrives we will Configure it, Start it and Train you
on that configuration. Then we will tear it down, reconfigure it, start it and train for that
configuration and so on. Safety is a priority so we train you to be safe when working with plasma.
With the first group meeting we combine the Onsite Audit with Education and Training. This gives
us a first-hand view of your facility and/or location that the Plasma BRICK™ will be installed,
operated and trained on. We like to view the Onsite Audit with Education and Training as a
mentor and trainer relationship with lots of questions and answers. We offer the Onsite Audit
with Education and Training as a complete package under one consulting rate. During our first
visit we will give a presentation with a complete overview describing each one of the BRICKs. We
will be providing only NON-CONFIDENTIAL plasma knowledge, skills and now-how and we would
like to gather only NON-CONFIDENTIAL information.
The following rates are based upon the day we depart our home until the day we return. We
require all expenses to be prepaid by customer. Please see the rate chart:

ITEM

RATES

Plasma BRICKs™ Education and
Training Seminar & Onsite Audit

$1,850/Day

Plasma BRICKs Install, Startup,
Commission and Training

$1,850/Day

Plasma Technician

$1,250/day

Travel Time = $500/day + Expenses

Travel Time = $500/day + Expenses

Travel Time = $500/day + Expenses
Plasma Strategic Advisor

Negotiated Long-Term Contract
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L.

How do I order my Plasma BRICK™?
We DO NOT reply to email Request For Quotations(RFQ) nor Open Bids. Now that we have that
behind us let’s get to the biggest hurdle our company has always had to deal with – the BUDGET.
We do not bid against other plasma companies, because we have 8 plasma platforms interlocked
with over 70 patents. And our torch is the reactor. If your objective is to simply buy a plasma
torch and strap it to a reactor you designed we will sell you a NTA Plasma Torch Kit. As your
Plasma Strategic Advisor we want to ensure that you select the correct BRICK for your application.
We are very candid and strongly believe that honesty and integrity are the cornerstones for
building great relationships. Consequently, if we ask you for your BUDGET for a BRICK™ or for
your project, please provide that figure to us. We will then work within that budget to provide a
BRICK™ system that WORKS. So here are the steps for ordering your 1st BRICK™:
1. All Critical Parameters are thoroughly identified, and
2. We have conducted an Education and Training Seminar with a Site Audit so that we fully
understand your RD&D goals and objectives, and
3. There are no hidden agendas and we know your budget, then
4. We will submit a firm proposal to you to fit within your budget
However, if you believe you can order a system without an Education and Training Seminar with a
Site Audit , then please call or email and let us know which system you would like to ORDER. We
will submit a firm proposal.
All US orders are 50% upfront upon acceptance of the proposal. The remaining 50% balance is
due prior to shipping. All orders outside of the US are 100% upfront paid upfront upon
acceptance of the proposal. Below you will find a quick checklist for ordering your 1st Plasma
BRICK™.

ITEM

Responsible Party

Critical Parameters Identified

Customer

Plasma BRICKs™ Education and
Training Seminar & Onsite Audit

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

RD&D Goals and objectives well
established

Customer & FPL

Budget Identified and Funds
Allocated for Budget

Customer

Select a BRICK™

Customer & FPL

Submit Proposal to Decision
Maker who has Legal Authority
to bind the company

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Acceptance of Proposal

Decision Maker - Releases Purchase Order + 50% upfront Payment
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M. BACKGROUND – UC Merced
The first commercial Counter-Current Steam PlasmaWhirl® LTP Beta Reactor Intensification
Configuration Kit® (BRICK) was leased to UC Merced via a California Energy Commission Grant,
PIR-08-036, back in 2009. The PlasmaWhirl® LTP BRICK actually consisted of 2 BRICKs, the
HiTemper™ Glow Discharge Cell BRICK piped into the Multi-Mode PlasmaWhirl® ArcJet BRICK.
The HiTemper™ BRICK was configured with a filter within a filter separated by a non-conductive
granular media – gravel! It’s purpose was to generate steam for use as the plasma gas in the
Multi-Mode PlasmaWhirl® ArcJet BRICK™ for plasma steam reforming biomass into hydrogen.
(http://faculty.ucmerced.edu/gdiaz/research/research_html.html)
The HiTemper™ produced steam which was fed into the ArcWhirl® Jet Torch which converted the
steam into a 3,000°C steam plasma(Graph 1-Steam Plasma). Biomass was fed counter current to
the steam plasma using a screw conveyor that was one of many attachments in the PlasmaWhirl®
ArcWhirl Jet BRICK. The Goal of the RESCO grant was to demonstrate plasma conversion of
biomass to syngas. Indeed the PlasmaWhirl® BRICK demonstrated upwards of 70% conversion of
coffee grounds to hydrogen. Many tests were conducted with biomass sourced from the San
Joaquin Valley located in California. All tests demonstrated high conversion rates of biomass to
hydrogen with plasma activated biochar as a byproduct. The activated carbon was not analyzed
for BET, Iodine #, etc. The RESCO grant was awarded for steam gasification of biomass.
In part, the PlasmaWhirl® HiTemper® BRICK was our first plasma system that demonstrated
predictive capability in lieu of just empirical data. About 2 years into the project I asked Dr.
Gerardo Diaz, PI, “Which is your favorite technology?” He replied, “The HiTemper® because it is
very predictable.”

Graph 1 – Steam Plasma
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The field of LTP for applications other than welding, cutting, melting, spraying and ICP Mass Spec
is largely unexplored for process intensification. This is due to an absolute lack of commercially
available plasma tool kits. Transferred Arc (TA) Plasma torches and CNC TA Plasma cutting
systems are commercially available from ESAB, Lincoln and Miller. However, Non-Transferred
Arc(NTA) and electrodeless RF(13.56 MHz to 2.45 GHz) Plasma Torches are one-off torches and/or
systems and are normally offered via built to spec contracts, technology license agreements or
cumbersome financially strapped projects.
Foret Plasma Labs, LLC is now offering its PlasmaWhirl® BRICKSs based upon 8 plasma technology
platforms spread throughout 70 patents. Each PlasmaWhirl® BRICK is similar to a different type of
toy model built of LEGO® bricks. All parts are interchangeable between BRICKs. In addition, each
BRICK includes a shrink-wrapped license agreement. Thus, scientists may select one or more
Plasma BRICKs to explore:
1. Direct Photochemical Conversion of CH4 to C2+ Chemicals
2. Onboard Glow Discharge Cell for Supercritical Water Reforming – MTH2
3. Rapid Pyrolysis of PAN for Carbon Fiber Production
4. Vaporized Carbon to Carbon Platelets, Nanotubes and/or Graphene
5. Cracking H2S and Separating to H2 + S in one Process Step
6. Steam Plasma Reforming Petcoke, Heavy Oil, NG, LNG and Biomass, etc.
7. H2 Enriched Natural Gas (HENG) for Lean Combustion, SuperSonic Combustion and Hybrid
HydroSteam Turbo Combustion

N. Purpose, Objectives and Goal
DOE’s recent release of its SBIR 2017 Topics gave very enlightening insight into a potential reason
why LTP has not been widely adopted outside of [plasma welding, plasma cutting] the fabrication
industry. Under Topic 22 it stated, “Low-temperature plasma(LTP) science and engineering
addresses research and development in partially ionized gases with electron temperatures
typically below 10 eV. This is a field that accounts for an enormous range of practical applications,
from light sources and lasers to surgery and making computer chips, among many others. The
commercial and technical value of low temperature plasma (LTP) is well established where much
of this benefit has resulted from empirical development. As the technology becomes more complex
and addresses new fields, such as energy and biotechnology, empiricism rapidly becomes
inadequate to advance the state of the art. Predictive capability and improved understanding of
the plasma state becomes crucial to address many of the intellectually exciting scientific
challenges of this field.”
The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of Foret Plasma Labs, LLC’s PlasmaWhirl®
BRICKs. The BRICKs are similar to Lego® Blocks and Lego® kits. By utilizing quick connect 3A
Sanitary fittings, clamps and gaskets this allows Researchers to mix and match one or more PICK
platforms spread out over 70 patents in order to CONFIGURE a System, Method or Apparatus for
their specific research needs.
For example, a researcher may select the ArcWhirl® Cyclone BRICK for VUV/UV photochemical
conversion of CH4 to C2+ chemicals. Likewise, by selecting from the attachments included within
the Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® torch BRICK it allows for cracking and reforming research as well as
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countercurrent flow of solids, such as petcoke into a Steam Plasma. On the otherhand, a
Researcher concerned with hazardous waste water contamination such as BOD/COD from a
Refinery wastewater effluent may select the HiTemper™ Solid Oxide Glow Discharge Filter PICK.
Furthermore, a Researcher focusing on H2S may select the 2 or 4 torch PlasmaWhirl® Reactor for
cracking H2S to hydrogen and sulfur.
The intermediate objectives of this document are based upon several plans :
A. Make researchers aware of currently available PLASMA technologies with predictable
capabilities that allow for Process Intensification
B. Help researchers select a PlasmaWhirl® BRICK then Train them
C. A wish list for researchers desiring to jump into very High Tech Plasma Research utilizing a
Lego® Brick type Plasma research kit, and
D. Develop a Road Map for utilizing a configuration not based solely on Emperical Data, but
on a comprehensive set of predictive capabilities developed specific to that configuration
for many challenges. This does not exist for plasma yet. LTP Ignition, Confining and
Sustaining(ICS) is still in its infancy.
The goal is to rapidly develop Beta
configurations for in plant demonstrations. For
our first Beta system, the PlasmaWhirl® System,
that was leased to UC Merced I utilized the
graph shown as FIGURE 3 for training students
to operate the HiTemper™ Glow Discharge
Electrolysis Cell.
The HiTemper® closely
followed the graph in operation and as the liquid
level dropped so did amps. So the students
simply jogged the pump ON/OFF to keep the
HiTemper™ full. Thus, the PlasmaWhirl® System
is a plasma process intensification predictive
capability training and operational tool.

Glow Discharge
Line B-C in
FIGURE 3

Electrolysis
Line A-B In
FIGURE 3
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O.

8 PLASMAWHIRL® BRICKs (NTA Bricks count as 1 Brick)

1. MULTI-MODE ARCWHIRL® SYSTEM BRICK .............................................................................................................. 1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

POWER SUPPLY ........................................................................................................................................................................ 1
4" ARCWHIRL® TORCH .............................................................................................................................................................. 2
RACK MOUNTED TANK & BLOWER .............................................................................................................................................. 4
LINEAR ACTUATOR AND CONTROL SYSTEM ..................................................................................................................................... 4

2. NTA JET PLASMA TORCH™ BRICK A ......................................................................................................................... 5
2.1
2.2
2.3

POWER SUPPLY ........................................................................................................................................................................ 6
NTA TORCH ............................................................................................................................................................................ 8
5 GALLON TANK & PUMP ............................................................................................................................................................ 9

3. HP NTA JET PLASMA TORCH™ BRICK B .................................................................................................................. 10
3.1
3.2

3" STAINLESS STEEL HIGH PRESSURE NTA JET™ TORCH PELICAN BRICK ........................................................................................... 11
NTA PLASMAWHIRL® CYCLONE ................................................................................................................................................ 12

4. ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE SEPARATOR BRICK ............................................................................................................. 13
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE DESCRIPTION .......................................................................................................................................... 13
4" ARCWHIRL® WITH CUSTOM MANUFACTURED POWER SUPPLY .................................................................................................... 14
48 VDC ARCWHIRL® WITH PARABOLIC REFLECTOR & FILTER MEDIA ................................................................................................... 14
10" ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE WITH COOLING JACKET AND SILICON CARBIDE LINER .................................................................................. 15
HYBRID INDUCTION CARBON ARCWHIRL® ................................................................................................................................... 15

5. PLASMA TURBOCHARGER™ BRICK ........................................................................................................................ 16
5.1 PLASMA TURBOCHARGER™ DESCRIPTION ................................................................................................................ 16
5.1 PLASMA TURBOCHARGER™ FIRING SAWDUST .......................................................................................................... 16
6. HITEMPER™ WELL SCREEN BRICK .......................................................................................................................... 17
6.1 HITEMPER™ GLOW DISCHARGE ELECTROLYSIS SCR POWER SUPPLY DESCRIPTION .......................................................... 17
6.2 HITEMPER™ GLOW DISCHARGE ELECTROLYSIS REMOTE CONTROL ENCLOSURE DESCRIPTION ............................................ 17
6.3 HITEMPER™ GLOW DISCHARGE ELECTROLYSIS WELL SCREEN ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION .................................................... 18
7. TWIN WHIRL REVERSE FLOW™ BRICK .................................................................................................................... 19
7.1
7.2

TWIN WHIRL REVERSE FLOW CYCLONES™ DESCRIPTION ................................................................................................................. 19
TWIN WHIRL REVERSE FLOW CYCLONES™ PATENT & TWIRL WITH TURBOCHARGER ............................................................................. 19

8. VAC-STEP™ BRICK ................................................................................................................................................... 20
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
8.11
8.12
8.13

VAC-STEP™ DESCRIPTION ....................................................................................................................................................... 20
VAC-STEP™ COUNTER-CURRENT FLOW DIAGRAM/FIGURE FROM PATENT ........................................................................................ 21
VAC-STEP™ 4" ARCWHIRL® GEN 1 WITH SCREW AUGER FEEDER .................................................................................................... 21
VAC-STEP™ 4" ARCWHIRL® GEN 2 WITH SCREW AUGER FEEDER .................................................................................................... 21
VAC-STEP™ 8" ARCWHIRL® SHOWN WITH ATTACHMENTS ............................................................................................................ 22
VAC-STEP™ PROCESS FLOW 1 CLOSED LOOP FOR DRILL CUTTINGS .................................................................................................. 23
VAC-STEP™ PROCESS FLOW 2 CLOSED LOOP FOR DRILL CUTTINGS ................................................................................................. 24
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VAC-STEP™ PLATFORM & ROLL-OFF VACUUM CONTAINER ........................................................................................................... 27
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VAC-STEP™ PROCESSED DRILL CUTTINGS FROM CHEVRON ............................................................................................................ 28
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9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
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HYDROGEN ENRICHED NATURAL GAS FOR WIND ENERGY GRID STABILIZATION IN ALPINE HIGH & PERMIAN BASIN .................................... 30
2 TORCH COUNTER-CURRENT FLOW PLASMAWHIRL® REACTOR ...................................................................................................... 31
INDUCTION PLASMAWHIRL® REACTOR ....................................................................................................................................... 32

10. LICENSE & PATENTS ................................................................................................................................................ 33
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10.2 US PATENTS.......................................................................................................................................................................... 33
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1.

MULTI-MODE ARCWHIRL® SYSTEM BRICK

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC, (FPL) believes the Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® System is most suitable for
destruction of BOD/COD in low flow wastewater, high TDS water, and cracking methane to
hydrogen/carbon. In particular, O&G produced water should be readily treated with the MultiMode based upon conductivity of the effluent and operating in glow discharge mode.
1.1

4” MULTI-MODE ARCWHIRL® POWER SUPPLY

MAKE

Description (see ESAB ESP150 Manual for installation)

ESAB ESP150

Silicon Control Rectifier (SCR) type power supply. Current Controlled with
potentiometer. Modified to operate in multi-modes.

INPUT Rating

112/56/45 amps, 230/460/575 vac, 60 Hz, 3 Ph
121/70/64 amps, 220/380/415 vac, 50 Hz, 3 Ph

OUTPUT Rating

90% duty cycle.........................150 amps @ 120 V
100% duty cycle.......................140 amps @ 120 V

Open Circuit Voltage
Dimensions
Weight

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

370 volts
W = 21.75 in. (552 mm)
H = 31.5 in. (800 mm)
D = 40 in. (1016 mm)
756 lbs. (308 kg)
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1.2

4” MULTI-MODE ARCWHIRL® TORCH

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Tangential Entry Tangential Exit Plasma Arc Torch with multiple operating
modes. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum, PDC or wire feed
cathode electrodes. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum or PDC
anode nozzles. All connections, clamps and fittings are 3A Sanitary type.

4” Multi-Mode ArcWhirl®

INPUT Rating

90% duty cycle.........................500 amps @ 370 VDC
100% duty cycle.......................400 amps @ 370 VDC

Plasma Fluid

Methane, Crude Oil, Water, Any Liquid, Electrolytes, Air, Oxygen, Nitrogen,
Argon, Helium, Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Steam, Hydrogen Peroxide, etc.

Open Circuit Voltage

370 volts

Dimensions
Weight

W = 8 in. (203 mm)
L = 12 in. (915 mm)
D = 4 in. (203 mm)
50 lbs. (23 kg)

The Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch is a pull back torch, thus eliminating high frequency to jump
the gap in traditional plasma torches. The cathode electrode is pulled back from the anode
nozzle using a linear actuator. Consequently, this simple operation allows for controlling
voltage even though the ESP-150 Power Supply does not have voltage control. Unlike most
torches which voltage is set based upon arc gap, the ArcWhirl® can be operated from 0 vdc to
OCV. In addition, the ArcWhirl® is based upon a 3 phase cyclone separator. It has a 1st
tangential inlet/exit and a 2nd tangential inlet/exit with a hollow anode nozzle. Fluids can be
flowed into or out of the Tangential Inlets/Exits, or Nozzle. Likewise, solids can be flowed in/out
of the nozzle. By adding a valve to the tangential inlets/exits the ArcWhirl® is the only torch
that can be throttled with a turn-down rate of 100:1. In addition, it is the only Plasma Torch
that allows for back flowing material through the anode nozzle. Consequently, this allows for
operating in the modes shown in Figure 12 by adjusting the gap using the linear actuator.
The Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch is constructed of 304 and 316L stainless steel and utilizes 3A
Sanitary type clamps, gaskets and fittings. 3A fittings are commonly found within the Food,

ArcWhirl® Torch
Glow Discharge
Mode

4” Multi-Mode
ArcWhirl®Torch
© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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Beverage and Pharmaceutical Industries. The fittings allow for Clean In Place(CIP) and quick
assembly and disassembly without any tools. The Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch can be operated
with the following Electrode Materials: Graphite, Copper, Tungsten (W), Silicon Carbide (SiC),
PDC and Continuous Feed Wire.

Tricarbonyl Iron Wastewater Effluent

The Multi-Mode Plasma ArcWhirl® System is ideal for treating Hazardous Wastewater,
Pharmaceutical Wastewater, Refinery Wastewater, Produced Water and Frac Flowback because
it can be operated in 5 modes and fluid can be flowed in/out in 3 different locations. Likewise,
with at least 10 attachments this combination of 5 modes x 3 inlets/outlets x 3 orientations x
10 attachments = 450 configurations. The Multi-Mode Plasma ArcWhirl® Torch is in itself a
reactor. It is the torch for the VaC-STEP™ found on pages 19-27

Solids, Liquids or Gases can be
flowed counter-current to the
plasma and into the ArcWhirl®

4” Multi-Mode Plasma ArcWhirl®
The Torch is the Reactor!
Quench Water is the PFM
© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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1.3

RACK MOUNTED TANK, PUMP, BLOWER AND CONTROL BOX

The ArcWhirl® shall be mounted on a rack affixed to a portable wheeled frame housing a 120
gallon stainless steel water tank. The ArcWhirl® can be oriented from horizontal to full vertical
positions utilizing the rack. The pump attached to the tank allows for recirculating fluid through
the ArcWhirl®. Likewise, a separate 5 gallon stainless steel tank is provided for recirculation of
small samples. The blower is used to provide combustion air or as the motive fluid for the
venture in order to remove hazardous gases.
The Control Box is affixed to the rack utilizing Uni-strut® clamps and bolts. Once again this
allows for quick connecting the control box to the rack for setup and of course for takedown for
transportation. The control box has quick connects for the pump, blower, linear actuator and
ON/OFF switch for the ArcWhirl®. The ON/OFF switch will electrically disconnect power to the
ArcWhirl® by disconnecting power to the transformer within the Power Supply. The Control Box
also has an Emergency Button that cuts all power to the Control Box which electrically isolates
the Rack.
The Rack is hard wire grounded to earth to ensure safe operation.

5,400°F Steam Plasma

ArcWhirl® Control Box

Mobile Rack & Tank with Pump & Blower
showing ArcWhirl® torch on top

.
1.4

LINEAR ACTUATOR AND CONTROL SYSTEM

The Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch requires a linear actuator to move the electrode when
operating in plasma arc mode. In glow discharge mode, the cathode can be in a fixed position
thus not requiring a linear actuator. Dual linear actuators can be attached to the ArcWhirl® as
shown by Yellow Electrical Shields in the Mobile Rack & Tank photo above.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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1.5

8” MULTI-MODE ARCWHIRL® SCR POWER SUPPLY

MAKE

Description (see Darrah Manual for installation)

Darrah Model No:

500-400-480-3-SCR-AC

TYPE:

Solid State SCR Control - This control will have individual voltage and current
adjustments and will provide ± 1% DC voltage regulation with current limit
and ± 1% DC current regulation with voltage limit.

INPUT Rating

480 Volts, 3 Phase, 60 Hertz, 334 Amps

OUTPUT Rating

100% duty cycle at nameplate rating

Open Circuit Voltage

400 volts

Cooling

The main enclosure is forced air-cooled. A polypropylene fan blade is utilized,
specifically designed to resist dirt built-up and last for years. The fan motor is
three-phase, totally enclosed, and lubricated for five years usage.

Dimensions

W = 36 in. (552 mm)
H = 72in. (800 mm)
D = 36in. (1016 mm)

Weight

1.6

800 lbs. (308 kg)

DARRAH SCR POWER SUPPLY

The 8” Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch comes complete with a rugged Darrah SCR Power and
remote control box.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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1.7

8” MULTI-MODE ARCWHIRL® TORCH

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Tangential Entry Tangential Exit Plasma Arc Torch with multiple operating
modes. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum, PDC or wire feed
cathode electrodes. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum or
PDC anode nozzles. All connections, clamps and fittings are 3A Sanitary
type.

8” Multi-Mode ArcWhirl®

INPUT Rating

100% duty cycle up to 1 MW

Plasma Fluid

Water, Any Liquid, Electrolytes, Air, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, Helium,
Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Steam, Hydrogen Peroxide, Cola, etc.

Flowrate:

Up to 700 gpm

Dimensions
Weight

1.8

W = 8 in. (203 mm)
L = 36 in. (915 mm)
D = 8 in. (203 mm)
250 lbs. (23 kg)

8” MULTI-MODE ARCWHIRL® TORCH ORIENTATION

The Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch was designed from the ground up to operate in any
orientation. The ArcWhirl® is the only torch that can be throttled because of 3 inlets/outlets.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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2.

NTA JET PLASMA TORCH™ BRICK

The NTA Plasma ArcWhirl® Torch is a non-transferred arc torch. It will house any standard
plasma cutting torch. The plasma torch transfers the arc to a copper nozzle which then blows a
plasma out of the nozzle and into the atmosphere. It utilizes 2” 3A Sanitary fittings, clamps and
gaskets. It can be quickly attached to an eductor, cyclone separator, vessel or tank for utilizing
the high temperature to decompose and destroy BOD/COD in liquid waste. It will produce
copious amounts of ozone when operated with air or oxygen. Consequently, a well vented area
is required in order to avoid breathing ozone, nitrogen oxides and other deleterious gases.
The NTA Plasma ArcWhirl® Torch is quite simple to operate by simply following the operator
manual provided by the Power Supply and Plasma Cutting Torch Company. The only additional
connections are standard garden house water connections for cooling the torch. Once through
water from a garden house can be used, however, we recommend the use of a tank and
recirculating the water for short run testing purposes. For longer run times a heat exchanger
should be placed inline to remove heat from the torch cooling water.
2.1

2” NTA JET PLASMA TORCH™ POWER SUPPLY

MAKE

Description (see ESAB PC1600 Manual for installation)

ESAB PC1600

Inverter type power supply. Current Controlled with potentiometer. Comes
with PT-38 Torch.

INPUT Rating

230V, 1ph, 50/60Hz, 78A
208/230/400/460/575V, 3ph, 50/60Hz, 47/41/26/25/20A

OUTPUT Rating

90A @ 40% duty cycle, 1ph
90A @ 60% duty cycle, 3ph

Open Circuit Voltage

300 volts

Gas(Air Requirment)

400 @ 80 (165 @ 4.8-5.2)

Dimensions

L = 27.8 in. (706 mm)
W = 12.7 in. (323 mm)
H = 14.9 in. (378 mm)

Weight

90 lbs. (41 kg)

Includes: console, PT-38 torch, torch spare parts kit, air filter, regulator, power cable, 25 ft. (7.6
m) work cable with clamp. NTA Plasma ArcWhirl® System arrives fully assembled and ready to
use on roller type plastic table and also a small scaffold that holds a 5 gallon recirculation tank
and pump.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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PC-1600 Power Supply

PT-38 Torch

PC-1600 Power Supply

2.2

2” NTA JET PLASMA TORCH™

The PT-38 Torch is inserted into the 3A 2” Sanitary NTA housing and clamped with a 2” sanitary
clamp. The system comes preassembled and ready for testing.
The photo below shows the 2” NTA PlasmaWhirl® Torch in operation. It will melt tungsten wire
when placed near the copper anode nozzle. The plasma is dramatically enhanced and
intensified when a 2nd nozzle made of SiC is placed adjacent to the copper nozzle. In fact, the
plasma will grow in length without additional energy input when coupled to a SiC Cyclone
Separator.
The NTA is a water-cooled torch. Thus, it rejects about 30% total power into the cooling water.
However, by simply removing the front O-ring, the water can be injected into the nozzle and
used as quench water. A counter-current feed tube can be attached near the nozzle for feeding
or injecting solids, liquids or gases directly into the plasma plume.

PT-38 Torch inserted
into NTA housing

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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Torch
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MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Tangential Entry Tangential Exit Plasma Arc Torch with plasma arc operating
mode. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum, SiC, PDC or wire
feed cathode electrodes. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum,
SiC or PDC anode nozzles. Connections, clamps and fittings are 3A Sanitary
type. Cooling water connection is standard garden hose connection.

2” NTA PlasmaWhirl® Torch

INPUT Rating

40% duty cycle......................90 amps @ OCV
70% duty cycle......................70 amps @ OCV

Plasma Gas

Air, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, Helium, Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Steam,

Open Circuit Voltage

250 volts

Dimensions
Weight

2.3

W = 2 in. (51 mm)
L = 12 in. (305 mm)
D = 8 in. (203 mm)
10 lbs. (5 kg)

5 GALLON SS FILTER TANK & PUMP ON SCAFFOLD STAND & 100 GALLON TANK

The tank and pump are typically used for recirculating a fluid within the Multi-Mode ArcWhirl®
Torch. However, it is ideal for use as a recirculating tank for cooling water for the NTA
PlasmaWhirl® Torch. Likewise, since the Tank/Pump stand has several 3 way valves, it will be
setup as required with either the Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch, the NTA PlasmaWhirl® Torch and
the large 3” Hi-Amp Plasma ArcWhirl® Torch. The 100 gallon tank is shown with the NTA Torch
attached and shooting an ozone/atomic oxygen plasma into the Whirling Water.
100 gallon SS tank w/NTA Torch

Pump with 5 gallon SS tank

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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3.

HP NTA JET PLASMA TORCH™ – AKA PELICAN TORCH BRICK

The High Pressure Non-Transferred Arc Jet Plasma® Torch is our Generation 3 torch with respect
to a Non-Transferred Arc Torch. It was designed for ultra-high pressure applications requiring
Hi-Amp duty cycles. The material of construction is CF8M (316L SS). It requires cooling water,
but similar to the smaller 2” NTA, the front O-ring can be removed to allow the cooling water to
be used as quench water.
The Hi-Amp Plasma ArcWhirl® Torch is rated at 600 amps and 500 vdc for a power rating of 300
kw. Once again it operates on the same principal as the ArcWhirl®. It uses a linear actuator to
adjust the arc gap. Consequently, this allows for precisely controlling voltage.
The Pelican Kit includes an adapter to connect any standard off-the-shelf mechanized 2” plasma
cutting torch to the Anode Housing of the Hi-Amp Hi-Pressure Plasma ArcWhirl®. Thus, the
Pelican PlasmaWhirl® Torch Kit allows for configuring any plasma cutting torch into a nontransferred arc plasma torch. This reduces costs dramatically when compared and contrasted
to all commercially available Non-Transferred Arc plasma torches.
3.1

3” HP PLASMA ARCWHIRL® TORCH

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Tangential Entry Tangential Exit Plasma Arc Torch with multiple operating
modes. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum, SiC, PDC or wire
feed cathode electrodes. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum,
SiC or PDC anode nozzles. All connections, clamps and fittings are 3A Sanitary
type.

3” Multi-Mode ArcWhirl®

INPUT Rating

50% duty cycle.........................1000 amps @ 400 VDC
100% duty cycle.......................500 amps @ 400 VDC

Plasma Fluid

Water, Any Liquid, Electrolytes, Air, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, Helium,
Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Steam, Hydrogen Peroxide, Cola, etc.

Open Circuit Voltage

400 vdc

Dimensions
Weight

W = 8 in. (203 mm)
L = 36 in. (915 mm)
D = 8 in. (203 mm)
25 lbs. (12 kg)

The Hi-Amp PlasmaWhirl® Torch comes in a rugged yellow Pelican Case. It includes the adapter
for attachment to a 2” body mechanized plasma cutting torch. It consists of two identical
bodies coupled together with a 3” sanitary clamp. The kit comes complete with copper anode
nozzles and Teflon cathode electrical isolators. The Hi-Amp PlasmaWhirl® Torch is shown
attached to a Peri-Jet® Eductor for rapid quenching or add fuel for supersonic combustion.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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3” Hi-Amp Hi-Pressure NTA PlasmaWhirl® Pelican Kit

3” Hi-Amp Hi-Pressure NTA
PlasmaWhirl® firing into
Rotary Graphite Kiln

3” Hi-Amp Hi-Pressure NTA
PlasmaWhirl® attached to
Peri-Jet® Eductor
Methane
Cracker, Quencher & Compressor

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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3.2

NTA PLASMAWHIRL® CYCLONE – SUPERCRITICAL WATER OXIDATION OR REDUCTION

The NTA PlasmaWhirl® Torch can be attached to any cyclone separator. The plasma is injected
into the EYE of the whirlpool of liquid. This opens the door to a variety of applications ranging
from rapidly heating water for desalination to partial oxidation of heavy crude to the potential
for a slurry catalyst reactor. Likewise, the addition of an injection tube allows for feeding
material counter-current to the plasma. In addition, the outlet of the cyclone separator can be
directly attached a high pressure centrifugal pump as shown in the Patent FIGURE 17 below.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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4.

ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE SEPARATOR BRICK

FPL is providing the original GEN 1 ArcWhirl® Cyclone Separator with a customer manufactured
power supply and control system. You simply set the voltage and amps then press start. The
logic controlled power supply supplies 12 or 24 vdc to a linear actuator that drives the cathode
to touch the anode and start the ArcWhirl®. Although designed for disinfecting water using VUV
and UV Light the ArcWhirl® cyclone is ideal for photochemistry as well as producing a large
plasma.
4.1

ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Standard steel cyclone configured with electrodes aligned within the EYE of
the cyclone. Utilizes graphite, tungsten, copper, molybdenum, SiC, PDC or
wire feed electrodes. Liners available in alumina and SiC. The cooling jacket
can is available for all models. It has a dual function. Keep the ArcWhirl®
cool and also produce steam. All connections, clamps and fittings are 3A
Sanitary, cam lock or hammer union type.

ArcWhirl® Cyclone

INPUT Rating

50% duty cycle.........................1000 amps @ 400 VDC
100% duty cycle.......................500 amps @ 400 VDC

Plasma Fluid

Water, Any Liquid, Electrolytes, Air, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, Helium,
Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Steam, Hydrogen Peroxide, Cola, etc.

Open Circuit Voltage

400 vdc

Dimensions
Weight

W = 10 in. (203 mm)
L = 60 in. (915 mm)
D = 8 in. (203 mm)
700 lbs. (12 kg)

The ArcWhirl® Cyclone BRICK is available in cyclone sizes
ranging from 2” to 33” in diameter with ceramic liners made of
alumina and SiC liners. Power ratings range from 10 kw to 400
kw with custom applications over 1 mw. The cyclone is the
reactor, hence it is a process intensification system.
It can be supplied with the bottom cone encased in a cooling
jacket. This allows for precise temperature control of the
plasma facing material (ceramic) while also recovering heat.
High pressure water can be flashed to steam which can be
flowed into the ArcWhirl® to produce a steam plasma.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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4.2

10 KW ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE WITH CUSTOM POWER SUPPLY

The 10 KW ArcWhirl® Brick shown below was built by DC&S located in East Aurora, NY. It is
shown with a custom built IGBT power supply rated to 10 kw.

4.3

48 VDC ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE WITH PARABOLIC REFLECTOR & FILTER

The 48 VDC ArcWhirl® Filter Brick shown below will operate on any battery pack rated at 48 vdc
and above. Thus, it can be recharged with renewable energy in remote areas for providing
disinfected and filtered water at camps, villages and drinking water distressed areas after
disasters. In addition, it pulls double duty for lighting up a village at nighttime. In includes USB
ports for recharging cells phone and includes an inverter for small AC appliances and computers.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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4.4

10” ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE WITH COOLING JACKET AND SILICON CARBIDE LINER

The 100 KW ArcWhirl® Brick shown below is a 10” SiC lined cyclone separator with a cooling
jacket. Air or water can be used as the cooling medium. Thus, the cooling fluid is preheated
prior to injection into the ArcWhirl® Cyclone. We recommend a jacket + SiC liner.

4.5

HYBRID INDUCTION CARBON ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE

The Hybrid RF ArcWhirl® Brick shown below incorporates an induction heater coil wrapped
around the cyclone. Induction cooktops are the up & coming kitchen appliance and thus a brief
introduction will help out to understand the Hybrid RF ArcWhirl®. RF energy will couple to any
electrically conductive material. And since plasma is electrically conductive then RF energy at a
high frequency of over 2.0 MHz will couple to the plasma. Howevever, at lower frequencies RF
will couple to the electrodes within the ArcWhirl®. This allows the ArcWhirl® to operate an arc
mode or in an induction mode based upon the application.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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5.

PLASMA TURBOCHARGER™ HEATER BRICK

The Plasma Turbine™ BRICK™ consists of a water cooled turbochager attached to a cyclone
combustor. The ArcWhirl® igniter is located in the EYE of the cyclone combustor. We
recommend and use ceramic lined cyclones to handle the high temperatures produced by the
Plasma Turbine™ Heater. However, hi temp alloys(FeCrAl) will suffice for most applications.
5.1

PLASMA TURBOCHARGER™

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Cyclone vortex combustor using standard off-the-shelf water cooled
turbocharger for combustion air.

Plasma Turbine™ Heater
Temperature Rating

+ 3,500°F with SiC lining

Plasma Facing Material

Proprietary ceramic matrix composite or SiC liner

Plasma Igniter Torch

ArcWhirl® Jet, NTA Plasma or RF Induction Coil

Fuel

Natural Gas, biogas, diesel, gasoline, wood chips, saw dust, coal, petcoke,
ethanol, hydrogen or any material with 1,000 BTUs/lb or 150 BTUs/CFM

Dimensions

W = 12 in. (305 mm)
L = 24 in. (610 mm)
D = 12 in. (305 mm)

Weight

5.2

75 lbs. (34 kg)

PLASMA TURBOCHARGER™ FIRING SAWDUST

The photo on the right is the Plasma Turbine™ firing sawdust. The Plasma Turbine™ can be
attached to the PlasmaWhirl® Reactor housing an RF Coil. This configuration allows for
pumping up the temperature without additional fuel or air flow. The Plasma Turbine™ power
rating is limited to the size of available turbochargers currently offered by major turbocharger
manufacturers. For example, Garret's Performance GT6041 Turbocharger will produce 1450 to
2000 hp. As you continue browsing through this catalog when you get to the TwinWhirl Reverse
Flow Cyclone you will quickly realize the numerous Heaters(Fig. 1 #100) we can pull from. – NTA
Jet Torch, ArcWhirl®, Induction Heated SiC recuperator or a TurboCharger Turbine Exhaust.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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6.

HITEMPER™ GLOW DISCHARGE SCREEN BRICK

6.1

HITEMPER GLOW DISCHARGE ELECTROLYSIS™ SCR POWER SUPPLY

MAKE

Description (see Darrah Manual for installation)

Darrah Model No:

500-400-480-3-SCR-AC

TYPE:

Solid State SCR Control - This control will have individual voltage and current
adjustments and will provide ± 1% DC voltage regulation with current limit
and ± 1% DC current regulation with voltage limit.

INPUT Rating

480 Volts, 3 Phase, 60 Hertz, 334 Amps

OUTPUT Rating

100% duty cycle at nameplate rating

Open Circuit Voltage

400 volts

Cooling

The main enclosure is forced air-cooled. A polypropylene fan blade is utilized,
specifically designed to resist dirt built-up and last for years. The fan motor is
three-phase, totally enclosed, and lubricated for five years usage.

Dimensions

W = 36 in. (552 mm)
H = 72in. (800 mm)
D = 36in. (1016 mm)

Weight

6.2

800 lbs. (308 kg)

HITEMPER™ REMOTE CONTROL ENCLOSURE

Selecting the right power supply and remote control enclosure for the HiTemper™ is far from an
easy task. The power supply must be capable of transitioning from electrolysis using high amps
and low voltage to glow discharge
using low amps and all the way to
open circuit voltage.
The choice is simple when you fully
understand the requirements of glow
discharge. Referring back to the
graph on page xi, you will quickly
notice that the power supply must be
capable of operating at its
nameplate rating. Power supplies
rated at 50%, 60% and 70% of
nameplate rating will overheat and
fail.
Thus, the selection is quite easy.
Darrah SCR power supply. Now let’s
move into the glow discharge cell the
SCR power supply will be attached to
© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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and how you can use it to your benefit for applications such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.3

Steam Generation
Flow thru cell for treating wastewater BOD/COD
SuperCritical Water Electrolysis
Splitting water to generate hydrogen
Regenerating spent acids and bases
HITEMPER™ GLOW DISCHARGE FILTER SCREEN ELECTRODE ASSEMBLY

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Filter screen inserted into a filter screen with the annulus filled with media
such as proppant, zeolite, sand, gravel or activated carbon

HiTemper™ Electrode Filter
Screen Assembly
Temperature Rating

SiC Screen + 3,500°F, Stainless Steel or Alloy Well Screen 2,200°F, Graphite
Foam +6,500°F

Insulating Material

Alumina

Media

Ceramic Proppant, Zeolite, Gravel, Sand or Activated Carbon

Dimensions

Weight

D1 = 2 in. (51 mm)
L1 = 24 in. (610 mm)
D2 = 8 in. (203 mm)
L2 = 36 in. (914 mm)
115 lbs. (52 kg)

The HiTemper™ glow discharge filter screen electrode assembly(shown below) can be installed
in a filter vessel as shown in photo on right. We can provide a vessel to meet your requirements.
We have numerous configurations so please call to ensure the HiTemper™ BRICK™ includes the
configurations you will need for your applications.

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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7.

TWIN WHIRL REVERSE FLOW CYCLONE BRICK™

The TWIRL is a new system, method and apparatus originally conceived for sintering ceramic
proppants.. It is a twin cyclone with one hot gas inlet. Rotation of hot gas tornadoes is counter
clockwise in one chamber and clockwise in the other chamber.
7.1

TWIN WHIRL REVERSE FLOW CYCLONE™ DESCRIPTION

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Plasma or Non-Plasma Heater. Uses exhaust heat from any process for direct
contact heating of solids, liquids or gases. Exhaust heat supplied by diesel
generator, gas turbine generator or natural gas fired generator for
cogeneration applications. Can be viewed as free process heat for heating
metals such as aluminum for forging or ladle heating for casting. Ideal for
direct contact water heating for desalination.

TWIRL® Reactor

Temperature Rating

100°F to + 3,500°F

Plasma Facing Material

Proprietary ceramic matrix composite, SiC liner or ablative feed material

Plasma Torch
Dimensions

ArcWhirl® Jet, NTA Plasma or RF Induction Coil
W = 12 in. (305 mm)
L = 12 in. (305 mm)
D = 6 in. (152 mm)

Weight

75 lbs. (34 kg)

7.2

TWIN WHIRL REVERSE FLOW CYCLONE™ PATENT & TWIRL™ TURBOCHARGER

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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8.

VAC-STEP™ BRICK™

The Vacuum Containerized Steam Plasma is designed for providing a steam plasma exceeding
6,500°F with material fed counter-current to the steam plasma. Thus, 99.9% of the latent heat
is recovered allowing for high recovery efficiency in the case of drilling fluids. On the otherhand
biomass can be converted to activated carbon in a single system. Likewise, hazardous waste
such as medical waste or veterinarian waste such as animal bedding with known pathogens can
be destroyed with a DRE > 99.9999%. Once the steam condenses it is recycled for use as the
plasma gas. Roll-Off Vacuum Condenser available upon request. This is process intensification.
8.1

VAC-STEP™ DESCRIPTION

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Multi-Mode ArcWhirl® Torch with induction screw press for feeding material
counter-current to steam plasma. Entire system containerized and Hot
Section located in Vacuum Roll-Off Container. Any orientation.

VaC-STEP BRICK
Temperature Rating

+ 3,500°F

Plasma Facing Material

Feed material creates an ablative liner

Plasma Torch

ArcWhirl® Jet, NTA Plasma or RF Induction Coil

Dimensions
Weight

8.2

W = 8 ft.
L = 20 to 40 ft.
H = 6 ft.
44,000 lbs. (20,000kg)

VAC-STEP™ COUNTER-CURRENT FLOW DIAGRAM
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8.3

4” VAC-STEP™ ARCWHIRL® GEN 1 WITH SCREW AUGER FEEDER (BENCH TOP BRICK)

Feed Inlet
Graphite Nozzle

8.4

Plasma

4” VAC-STEP™ ARCWHIRL® GEN 2 WITH SCREW AUGER FEEDER

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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8.5

8” VAC-STEP™ ARCWHIRL® SHOWN WITH ATTACHMENTS
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8.6

VAC-STEP™ PROCESS FLOW 1 CLOSED LOOP FOR DRILL CUTTINGS

To Condenser, then compressor/pump

Drill Cuttings
Steam or inert gas

Quench Water Inlet

Water + vitrified solids outlet
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8.7

VAC-STEP™ PROCESS FLOW 2 CLOSED LOOP FOR DRILL CUTTINGS

Drilling Fluids + Steam Outlet to
Vacuum Condenser Box
Steam Inlet

Drill Cuttings

Vitrified Solids + Steam Outlet
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8.8

MULTI-MODE ARCWHIRL® CYCLONE – WE KEEP THE ARC GOING WITH DUAL GRAPHITE
ELECTRODES ALIGNED ALONG LONGTUDINAL AXIS – “LIKE A SPARK PLUG”
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8.9

14” VAC-STEP™ ROTARY INDUCTION FEEDER (2,000°F TO +6,500°F)

The Rotary Induction Pipe Feeder is simple but eloquent method for counter-current feeding into
the steam plasma. By utilizing a welding positioner to hold the pipe this allows for transferring
the electrical arc through the steam plasma and to the pipe. A graphite pipe can be used for
temperatures exceeding 6,500F. The RIP Feeder and the Vac-STEP are housed within a roll-off
vacuum container.

8.10

4” VAC-STEP™ ROTARY INDUCTION FEEDER (2,000°F TO +6,500°F)

The Rotary Induction Pipe Induction Feeder is utilized for bench top applications. It utilizes an
off-the-shelf 4” pipe threader to reduce cost and allow for quick changeout of tubes. We have
operated the 4” RIP at temperatures exceeding the sublimation temperature of
carbon(+6,500°F).

Rotary Induction Sintering Kiln

Making Cement
Clinker
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8.11

VAC-STEP™ PORTABLBE LAB/CONTROL ROOM AND VACUUM ROLL-OFF

VaC-STEP™ Roll-Off Control Room

VaC-STEP™ Roll-Off Vacuum Box
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8.12

VAC-STEP™ HEAT/MASS BALANCE

8.13

VAC-STEP™ DRILL CUTTINGS

Drilling waste(cuttings) was provided by Chevron via Ms. Carol Fleming. After extensive testing
in various configurations the VaC-STEP demonstrated Retention On Cuttings (ROC) below
detectable limits. When taken to a full melt, drill cuttings showed over a 90% volume reduction.
The vitrified cuttings may be used for many different applications such as:
•
•
•
•

Roadbed and construction site material
Cement Additive for well pad or cementing well
Backfill for bulkheads and piers
Ceramic Bricks
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9.

CERAMIC LINED PLASMAWHIRL® REACTOR BRICK™

FPL is providing the original GEN 1 Ceramic Lined PlasmaWhirl® Reactor Module as a means to
demonstrate a new type of Plasma Facing Material(PFM). A 2” NTA or 3” NTA torch or
ArcWhirl® will quickly connect to the reactor using 3A sanitary clamps and gaskets.
9.1

PLASMAWHIRL® REACTOR

MAKE

Description

Foret Plasma Labs, LLC

Multiple torches can be connected to the PlasmaWhirl® Reactor. Plasma
plumes form whirling plasma via intersection with one another.

PlasmaWhirl® Reactor
Temperature Rating

+ 3,500°F

Plasma Facing Material

Proprietary ceramic matrix composite, SiC liner or ablative feed material

Plasma Torch

ArcWhirl® Jet, NTA Plasma or RF Induction Coil

Dimensions
Weight

W = 12 in. (305 mm)
L = 12 in. (305 mm)
D = 6 in. (152 mm)
75 lbs. (34 kg)

The center photo below shows the 3” NTA torch attached to the bottom of the PlasmaWhirl®
Reactor and firing its plasma through a SiC liner. The photo on the bottom far left shows a
Whirling Plasma. Hence, the name PlasmaWhirl®. The right photo shows 4 torches attached to
the reactor.
The plasma facing material is made of alumina beads cast with a high temperature alumina
mortar. It has reached temperatures > 3,500°F. Multiple ports allow for attaching 1 to 4
torches or an auger feeder or an injector for feeding material into the whirling plasma.
The Reactor is very robust and has not failed to date. The bottom of the reactor has a 4”
Sanitary fitting for attaching a variety of implements to be provided with the PlasmaWhirl®.

Proprietary Plasma Facing Material

© 2016 Foret Plasma Labs, LLC
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9.2

INDUCTION PLASMAWHIRL® REACTOR FOR DISTRIBUTED HDYROGEN

9.3

INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMAWHIRL® FOR GRID STABILIZATION WITH HENG

The above photo depicts one of our BRICKs and when compared and contrasted to the patent
figure below it clearly demonstrates how the BRICKs are interlocked throughout the 70
Worldwide Patents and pending patents.
The Inductively Coupled Plasma
ArcWhirl® was specifically designed for
enhancing Natural Gas with hydrogen
which is commonly referred to as
HENG. West Texas and specifically the
new Alpine High field discovered by
Apache Corp. is an ideal location.
Making HENG from cracking natural
gas with Wind Energy is Energy
Storage, Carbon Capture and stabilizes
the grid. H2 recovery at a LNG facility
increases its value over the original
feedstocks - natural gas and stranded
wind power.
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9.4

2 TORCH COUNTER-CURRENT FLOW PLASMAWHIRL® REACTOR

The 2 torch counter-current flow PlasmaWhirl® Reactor is Process Intensification at its finest. It
incorporates counter-current flow, whirl flow for gasifying, reforming or cracking material while
separating the products. This novel approach brings home the major problem associated with
all plasma systems – confining plasma. As previously stated, blowing holes in a reactor is not
sustainable. Thus, we solved the problem by feeding material counter-current to plasma. So
the material is the plasma facing material and is in fact an ablative liner. I developed this
unobvious and novel system, method and apparatus(feed ports) while watching the plasma
torch plume ignite and burn the cardboard inner liner used to cast the ceramic reactor hole.
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9.5

INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMAWHIRL® REACTOR

The inductively coupled PlasmaWhirl® Reactor has been operated at a Plasma Facing Material
Temperature of 4,100°F. OK 4,094°F, I’ll give you the 6 degrees out, Mr. Kevin Bacon! Look at
the bottom photo If you have been wondering how we Ignite, Confine and Sustain Plasma. Yes it
really is that easy – just put a spark plug in the EYE of a Tornado, Hurricane or Whirlpool.
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10.

LICENSE

10.1

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AGREEMENT

The purchaser _______________________________________is hereby granted a limited, nonexclusive, license to use Foret Plasma Labs’s Intellectual Property and Know-How for research
purposes only. Specifically, the limited research-only license is limited – to test
(a)___________________________________, and (b) test any solid waste, liquid waste or
waste gas, or (c) virgin streams as may be agreed upon by the parties in writing. The
technologies being purchased and subject to the limited research-only license are protected
under one or more of the following US patents and Worldwide Patents Pending. The purchaser
and licensor may negotiate a final definitive license once the optimal processing method and
device are identified under the limited research-only license.
10.2

US PATENTS

Match Document

Document Title

51
9560731
Whirl Filter Press

System, Method and Apparatus for an Inductively Coupled Plasma Arc

A plasma treatment system includes a plasma arc torch, a tee attached to a hollow electrode
nozzle of the plasma arc torch, and a screw feed unit or a ram feed unit having an inlet and an
outlet...
50
9516736
byproducts

System, method and apparatus for recovering mining fluids from mining

A system, method and apparatus for recovering mining fluids from mining byproducts uses a
plasma arc torch and a screw feed unit. The plasma arc torch includes a cylindrical vessel, a
first...
49

9499443

Apparatus and method for sintering proppants

An apparatus and method sinters or partially sinters green pellets in a selected temperature
range to make proppant particles as the green pellets pass through a first central portion of the
first...
48
9481584
plasma

System, method and apparatus for treating liquids with wave energy from

The present invention provides a system, method and apparatus for treating a liquid by
providing a santitary type stainless steel hydrocyclone, flowing the liquid through the
hydrocyclone, and...
47
9446371
Method for treating a substance with wave energy from an electrical arc
and a second source
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A substance is treated using a device having: (a) a volute or cyclone head, (b) a throat connected
to the volute or cyclone head, (c) a parabolic reflector connected to the throat, (d) a first...
46

9445488

Plasma whirl reactor apparatus and methods of use

A plasma system includes a plasma arc torch, a cylindrical tube and an eductor. The plasma arc
torch includes a cylindrical vessel having a first end and a second end, a first tangential... PDF
45

9428409

Kit for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

A kit for installation on a top portion of a tank to treat a liquid that includes: (a) a pump volute
or hydrocyclone head having an inlet and a throat having an outlet and a central axis, the...
44
9241396
modes

Method for operating a plasma arc torch having multiple operating

The present invention provides a multi-mode plasma arc torch that includes a cylindrical vessel
having a first end and a second end, a first tangential inlet/outlet connected to or proximate
to...
43
9230777
energy system

Water/wastewater recycle and reuse with plasma, activated carbon and

The present invention provides a system that includes a glow discharge cell and a plasma arc
torch. A first valve is connected to a wastewater source. An eductor has a first inlet, a second
inlet...
42

9185787

High temperature electrolysis glow discharge device

A glow discharge cell includes an electrically conductive cylindrical vessel, a hollow electrode, a
cylindrical screen, a first insulator, a second insulator and a non-conductive granular... PDF
41
9163584
electrical arc

System, method and apparatus for lean combustion with plasma from an

The present invention provides a plasma arc torch that can be used for lean combustion. The
plasma arc torch includes a cylindrical vessel, an electrode housing connected to the first end of
the...
40

9156715

Apparatus for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

An apparatus for treating a liquid includes: (a) a pump volute or hydrocyclone head having an
inlet and a throat having an outlet and a central axis, (b) a tank connected to the outlet of the...
39

9127206

Plasma whirl reactor apparatus and methods of use

An apparatus for synergistically combining a plasma with a comminution means such as a fluid
kinetic energy mill (jet mill), preferably in a single reactor and/or in a single process step is...
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38

9127205

Plasma whirl reactor apparatus and methods of use

An apparatus for synergistically combining a plasma with a comminution means such as a fluid
kinetic energy mill (jet mill), preferably in a single reactor and/or in a single process step is...
37

9111712

Solid oxide high temperature electrolysis glow discharge cell

The system includes a glow discharge cell connected to a plasma torch. The glow discharge cell
includes an electrically conductive cylindrical vessel having an inlet, an outlet, and a hollow...
36

9105433

Plasma torch

A plasma torch includes an electrically conductive cylindrical vessel, a hollow electrode, a first
insulator, a concentric reducer, a tangential inlet, an electrode housing and a first electrode....
35

9051820

System, method and apparatus for creating an electrical glow discharge

The present invention provides system, method and apparatus for creating an electric glow
discharge that includes a first and second electrically conductive screens having substantially...
34
8981250
electrical Arc

Apparatus for treating a substance with wave energy from plasma and an

An apparatus for synergistically combining a plasma with a comminution means such as a fluid
kinetic energy mill (jet mill), preferably in a single reactor and/or in a single process step is...
33

8904749

Inductively coupled plasma arc device

The present invention provides an inductively coupled plasma device with a cylindrical vessel
having a first end and a second end, wherein at least a portion of the cylindrical vessel is...
32
8833054
electrical arc

System, method and apparatus for lean combustion with plasma from an

The present invention provides a plasma arc torch that can be used for lean combustion. The
plasma arc torch includes a cylindrical vessel, an electrode housing connected to the first end of
the...
31

8828241

Method for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

A method for treating a liquid includes providing an apparatus: (a) a pump volute or
hydrocyclone head having an inlet, and a throat having an outlet and a central axis, (b) a tank
connected to...
30

8810122

Plasma arc torch having multiple operating modes

The present invention provides a multi-mode plasma arc torch that includes a cylindrical vessel
having a first end and a second end, a first tangential inlet/outlet connected to or proximate
to...
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29

8796581

Plasma whirl reactor apparatus and methods of use

An apparatus for synergistically combining a plasma with a comminution means such as a fluid
kinetic energy mill (jet mill), preferably in a single reactor and/or in a single process step is...
28

8785808

Plasma whirl reactor apparatus and methods of use

An apparatus for synergistically combining a plasma with a comminution means such as a fluid
kinetic energy mill (jet mill), preferably in a single reactor and/or in a single process step is...
27
8764978
System for treating a substance with wave energy from an electrical arc
and a second source
A system for treating a substance using a storage vessel and two or more devices disposed in a
top of the storage vessel. Each device has: (a) a volute or cyclone head, (b) a throat connected
to...
26
8734654
Method for treating a substance with wave energy from an electrical arc
and a second source
A method for treating a substance using an apparatus having: (a) a volute or cyclone head, (b) a
throat connected to the volute or cyclone head, (c) a parabolic reflector connected to the
throat,...
25
8734643
Apparatus for treating a substance with wave energy from an electrical
arc and a second source
An apparatus for treating a substance includes: (a) a volute or cyclone head, (b) a throat
connected to the volute or cyclone head, (c) a parabolic reflector connected to the throat, (d) a
first...
24

8641898

Apparatus for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

An apparatus for treating a liquid includes: (a) a pump volute or hydrocyclone head having an
inlet and a throat having an outlet and a central axis, (b) a tank connected to the outlet of the...
23

8628660

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc

A method of and apparatus for treating liquids flowing in a thin film around a source of wave
energy to directly expose the liquid to the wave energy, preferably generated in whole or part by
an...
22

8613856

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc

A method of and apparatus for treating liquids flowing in a thin film around a source of wave
energy to directly expose the liquid to the wave energy, preferably generated in whole or part by
an...
21

8603333

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc
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A method of and apparatus for treating liquids flowing in a thin film around a source of wave
energy to directly expose the liquid to the wave energy, preferably generated in whole or part by
an...
20

8597523

Method for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

A method for treating a liquid using an apparatus includes: (a) a pump volute or hydrocyclone
head having an inlet, and a throat having an outlet and a central axis, (b) a tank connected to
the...
19
8568663
system

Solid oxide high temperature electrolysis glow discharge cell and plasma

The present invention provides a glow discharge cell comprising an electrically conductive
cylindrical vessel having a first end and a second end, and at least one inlet and one outlet; a
hollow...
18

8366925

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc

A method of and apparatus for treating liquids flowing in a thin film around a source of wave
energy to directly expose the liquid to the wave energy, preferably generated in whole or part by
an...
17

8357873

Plasma whirl reactor apparatus and methods of use

An apparatus for synergistically combining a plasma with a comminution means such as a fluid
kinetic energy mill (jet mill), preferably in a single reactor and/or in a single process step is...
16

8343342

Apparatus for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

An apparatus for treating a liquid includes: (a) a pump volute or hydrocyclone head having an
inlet and an outlet, (b) a throat having a first opening, a second opening and a central axis,
wherein...
15

8337709

Method for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

A method for treating a liquid using an apparatus includes: (a) a pump volute or hydrocyclone
head having an inlet and an outlet, (b) a throat having a first opening, a second opening and a...
14
8329044
Method of treating fluids contaminated with anthrax or legionella using
wave energy from a carbon arc
A method of and apparatus for treating liquids flowing in a thin film around a source of wave
energy to directly expose the liquid to the wave energy, preferably generated in whole or part by
an...
13

8324523

Plasma whirl reactor apparatus and methods of use
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An apparatus for synergistically combining a plasma with a comminution means such as a fluid
kinetic energy mill (jet mill), preferably in a single reactor and/or in a single process step is...
12

8278810

Solid oxide high temperature electrolysis glow discharge cell

The present invention provides a glow discharge cell comprising an electrically conductive
cylindrical vessel having a first end and a second end, and at least one inlet and one outlet; a
hollow...
11

8110100

System for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

The system has a storage tank and two or more arc whirl devices disposed in a top of the
storage tank. Each arc whirl device includes: (a) a pump volute or hydrocyclone, (b) a throat
connected to...
10

8088290

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc

A method of and apparatus for treating liquids flowing in a thin film around a source of wave
energy to directly expose the liquid to the wave energy, preferably generated in whole or part by
an...
9
8074439
electrical arc

System, method and apparatus for lean combustion with plasma from an

The present invention provides a plasma arc torch that can be used for lean combustion. The
plasma arc torch includes a cylindrical vessel, an electrode housing connected to the first end of
the...
8

8002992

Method for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc

A method for treating a liquid is disclosed using an apparatus having: (a) a pump volute or
hydrocyclone, (b) a throat connected to the pump volute or hydrocyclone head, (c) a parabolic
reflector...
7

7985342

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc

A method and apparatus for treating a fluid using a wave energy uses a cyclone separator
configured to create a flow of the fluid in a thin film along a vortex path from a first end to a
second...
6

7897053

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc

A method and apparatus for treating a fluid using a wave energy uses a gas-sparged pipe
configured to create a flow of the fluid in a thin film along a vortex path from a first end to a
second end...
5

7857972

Apparatus for treating liquids with wave energy from an electrical arc
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The present invention provides a system, method and apparatus for treating a liquid by
providing a wave energy source and creating a thin film of the liquid whirling around the wave
energy source...
4

7622693

Plasma whirl reactor apparatus and methods of use

Apparatus for synergistically combining a plasma with a comminution means such as a fluid
kinetic energy mill (jet mill), preferably in a single reactor and/or in a single process step is
provided...
3

7578937

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc

A method of and apparatus for treating liquids flowing in a thin film around a source of wave
energy to directly expose the liquid to the wave energy, preferably generated in whole or part by
an...
2

7422695

Treatment of fluids with wave energy from a carbon arc

A method of and apparatus for treating liquids flowing in a thin film around a source of wave
energy to directly expose the liquid to the wave energy, preferably generated in whole or part by
an...
1

5832361

Treatment of fluids with electromagnetic radiation

A device is provided for irradiating a fluid containing molecules subject to photolytic fission
within a conduit, wherein the conduit includes a first opening and a longitudinal axis, the
device...
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10.3

INTERNATIONAL PATENTS
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